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Order parameter of a nematic liquid crystal on a rough surface
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We measure the surface order parameter S, at the interface between the nematic liquid crystal p-

rnethoxy-benzylidine-p-n-butyl-aniline and a rough glass plate. Roughness is induced by oblique

evaporation of SiO. We observe a critical decrease of S, when the surface roughness increases, just
above the transition from planar to oblique orientation. This experiment supports the ordoelectric
model to explain the oblique orientation of the nematic liquid crystal.

Anisotropic interactions between nematic-liquid-
crystal (NLC) molecules and a bounding wall can deter-
mine the direction of one or more spontaneous nematic
orientations on the limiting surface. It has been known
for a long time that rubbing, dielectric material oblique
evaporation, and other methods which produce a
grooved surface, can induce a uniform alignment of
NLC. ' The physical processes governing these orienta-
tions are not really understood and remain a challenge in
liquid-crystal surface physics. In particular, obliquely
evaporated SiO layers can align the NLC director n
(n =1) parallel to, or at an oblique angle from, a glass
substrate. The parallel (planar) alignment was first ex-
plained by Berrernan and de Gennes using an elastic
model. Molecules were assumed to align parallel to the
local surface. This gives rise to an excess of elastic ener-

gy of NLC aligned perpendicular to "grooves" compared
with the parallel alignment. In this elastic model the
order-parameter modulus S of the NLC was assumed uni-
form and only n was considered to vary in space, from
the boundary geometrical constraint. Later on, the same
model has been extended to explain the oblique (tilted)
surface orientation of NLC. The director was supposed
to align, near the wall, parallel to oblique "needles, "
which seems indeed to have been observed by electron mi-
croscopy. Obviously, for this model to work, needles di-
mensions or grooves spacing should be macroscopic,
which is not really the case, since surface irregularities

0

may have dimensions down to 100 A.
Recently, it has been discovered that the NLC orien-

tation on obliquely SiO evaporated glass plates exhibits a
continuous transition from a planar to an oblique orienta-
tion when SiO thickness increases. In a transition region,
two easy oblique directions are observed. They are
symmetrical compared to the normal plane of evapora-
tion and finally merge into the classical oblique orienta-
tion. This transition and the subsequent saturation of ob-
liquity for thick evaporation were explained by an order
electric model. In this model the surface roughness is
assumed to decrease the NLC surface order parameter
S, . S will vary close to the surface over a thickness g, the
coherence length of the nematic-isotropic transition (g is
a few 100 A). The resulting gradient of order builds a
surface order electric polarization, which induces a

director tilt, to minimize its electrostatic self-energy. The
thickness integral of these energies over g is considered in
this model as a contribution to the surface anchoring en-

ergy of the nematic liquid crystal.
To explain that S, could be weak close to a rough sur-

face, the Berreman —de Gennes model has been extend-
ed' to the case qg& 1, where the wavelength 2m/q of
surface undulations becomes shorter than g. For q() 1,
melting costs less free energy than curvature, i.e., S, &S
in the bulk.

There are now two completely different models to de-
scribe the orientation induced by rough surfaces. The
knowledge of S, could help to choose between them. In
the literature there is some qua1itative indication about
the possible existence of partial melting close a rough sur-
face." ' But measured quantities are integrated and the
estimation of S, is indirect. It is also possible to find
some measurement of S„but they are performed at tem-
perature very close to the clearing temperature T„'
with only one exception, ' criticized in Ref. 16. In this
article we present a direct measurement of S, versus the
surface roughness on SiO oblique evaporated glass plates,
in the case of oblique NLC orientation, at room tempera-
ture. S, is obtained from the measurement of the surface
twist produced by an external uniform electric field, from
its linear flexoelectric coupling with the NLC.

The Aexoelectric behavior of NLC is essentially of qua-
drupolar origin. ' %'e can write the Qexoelectric polar-
ization Pf as Pf = —V Q, with Q= —', (

—eo)S(nn —I/3),
where —eo is the quadrupolar density of a completely
aligned nematic phase, S is the orientational order pa-
rameter, and I is the unit matrix. When a uniform elec-
tric field E is applied, we can write the flexoelectric con-
tribution Vf to the volume free energy as

Vf = f —E.P du= f E.(V.Q)duf f
=f V(EQ)du

E- .Ndo,
U

where V is the integration volume, o., is the surface
around V, and N is the normal external to o, . Using the
geometry of Fig. 1, we write
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x-z plane if e, is positive. In our case e, &0, so I z, and

I, , are opposite to I f, . The balance of surface torques
gives (in the small p limit)

T

sin O,
K —+ p, =

—,'( —eo)S,E(sin8, )(cos8, ) . (1)
L

FIG. 1. Lower plate (x,y) geometry. e is the evaporation
direction.

For small field gs )L, we expect a surface twist

3( —eo)LS, sin(28, )

V$4'
proportional to E, which allows us to measure LS, . For
large field gE & L, we expect a saturation of the twist

3( —eo)S,

tanO, K/e,

1/2

Vf =f —', (
—eo)S(E n)(n N)der

tl

—eo SE sinO cosO sing do. ,
$1

where O and cp are the polar and azimuthal angles of the
director. The flexoelectric effect gives only a surface
term, linear versus the imposed electric field. In the tran-
sition region, the surface elastic energy presents two
minima, at O=O, and g=+g, . Under the flexoelectric
effect, which depends also on O and y, the surface direc-
tor will change in a complicated way, difficult to analyze.
We restrict our analysis to the case of nondegenerate
oblique anchoring O„y, =0. By symmetry, cp and O dis-
tortion are eigenmodes of the system and can be mea-
sured separately. We have chosen to observe the surface
twist q, (E) Our analys. is will be reduced to the fiexoelec-
tric azimuthal torque per cm I f, which, on the lower
plate, is written for small cp as

I f p (
—eo )S,E (sin8, )(cos8, )

The other azimuthal torques which must be considered
are the elastic torque I,„from the anchoring energy
minimum, and the dielectric torque I z „from the anisot-
ropy of dielectric constants e, =@~~

—e~. We model the
anchoring energy in a phenomenological way and write,
for small y, the surface elastic torque as I, , =[K/
L(8)]p„where K is a normalization term equal to the
bulk curvature elastic constant and L (8) is the anchoring
extrapolation length.

In the presence of an external electric field and for
small y, the dielectric anisotropy gives for any volume
element in the NLC the bulk azimuthal torque
1"D =(e, /4~)E (sin 0)g. We assume that the electric
coherence length gz =( I /E)(4~K/~e,

~

)' is smaller
than the sample thickness d, but much larger than g. The
dielectric volume torque can then be integrated through
the volume, using for E and e, the bulk values, indepen-
dent of the decrease of S at the surface. This gives a sur-
face term I z, = —(K/g)(sin 8, )y, for the azimuthal
variation. I &, tends to align NLC molecules in the y-z
plane if the dielectric anisotropy e, is negative and in the

TABLE I. Results from measuring 0, for F. =0, from various
samples, from the apparent birefringence observed through a
polarizing microscope.

6 (A)
0 (deg)

90
74.5

100
73.5

130
71.5

260
68.8

520
66.4

because of the balance between I f and I &, independent
from the surface anchoring strength. From y,

"
we can

determine S, . From Eq. (1), we obviously see that this
fiexoelectric method works only for 8%0 and 8&m/2.

Is S, the real surface order parameter? In the "or-
doelectric" model of Ref. 8, one has introduced, to de-
scribe the tilt, the self-energy of a surface depolarizing
field E, associated with the ordoelectric polarization.
One could think that the uniform E hypothesis is no
longer verified close to the boundaries (0 & z & g), because
of this surface field E, . In fact, E, is along z and does not
contribute to E, which is parallel to x. In our geometry,
we can forget about E, and consider that the Aexoelectric
and elastic surface energies are real surface terms, as S,
itself.

Our experiment is performed with sandwich glass cells
of about 30 pm thickness. Two parallel Mylar stripes
serve as spacers. The SiO thickness 5, measured as in
Ref. 20, varied between 90 and 520 A, for an angle of eva-
poration a=75', just above the transition region from
planar to oblique orientation. The 5 variation allows us
in principle to change continuously the surface roughness
from the relatively smooth untreated glass plate toward
some saturation value. ' We use the p-methoxy-
benzylidine-p-n-butyl-aniline (MBBA), which is nematic
at 20'C. As shown in Fig. 1, on the lower glass plate,
two gold electrodes, parallel and at a distance of 40 pm,
are used to create the horizontal electric field E, normal
to the plane of evaporation. The upper plate is SiO eva-
porated with the same cz and 5 as the one of the lower
plate. The cell is built with two glass plates antisymme-
trica1ly oriented with respect to the direction of evapora-
tion. This results in homogeneous oblique orientation of
the NLC director in the plane of evaporation.
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FIG. 2. Surface twist q, vs the applied electric field E. Solid

lines are fitting hyperbolas.

We first measure t9, for E =0, from various samples,
from the apparent birefringence observed through a po-
larizing microscope. The results are plotted in Table I
and are obtained by using in our calculation the indices
of refraction of MBBA from Ref. 22. Our measured
value of the birefringence of a planar sample of MBBA is
An =0.23. We now apply the field. 0 changes a little
and not uniformly. This is not important because 8 and
cp variations are orthogonal. We observe the surface
twist at the center of the region where the electric field is
applied, to better match the uniform electric field condi-
tion. We observe the input and output azimuthal angles

y, compared to the plane of evaporation, corresponding
to the surface twist on the lower and upper plate, respec-
tively, by determining the input and output optical
eigenaxis of the sample, i.e., the absolute orientation of
polarizer and analyzer twisted for maximum extinction of
transmitted light (A. =5460 A). We observe two opposite
polar twists on both upper and lower surfaces. In the fol-
lowing we consider only the effect on the lower plate y, .
We measure the twist angle y, versus the applied electric
field, for different SiO evaporated thickness (Fig. 2). First
note that between —1 and 1 statvolt/cm, there is no
change in y, . The applied electric field is probably
screened by ions. For stronger applied electric field, elec-
trochemical effects break this screening and the surface
twist appears. To analyze our data, we have suppressed
the screened region and we have fitted the experimental
points to calculate L and S„ taking into account the
effective applied electric field ~E'~ = ~E~

—1. The
equi

value
is known from Ref. 19. As expected, y, is odd in E'. It
shows a first linear change at small ~E'~ and tends as ex-
pected towards an asymptotic value when ~E'~ increases.

L (0) does not change significantly versus 5 (Fig. 3). Its
small increase close to the transition region, although ex-
pected at the border of the y degenerate region, is not re-
liable, with our present accuracy. L is found to be
2.0+0.3 pm. Using E =4X 10 dyn, the corresponding
azimuthal anchoring energy 8 is about 2 X 10
erg/cm . It is a factor of 2 smaller than the known zen-
ithal anchoring energy and corresponds to a "weak" an-
choring strength.

FIG. 3. Surface order parameter S, (circles) and anchoring
extrapolation length L (squares) vs the evaporated SiO thick-
ness. The hatched area is the transition region where a twofold
degenerate oblique orientation allows a continuous transition
between the planar (P side) and the ordinary oblique (0 side)
orientations.

We show in Fig. 3 the measured surface order parame-
ter S, versus the evaporated SiO thickness 5 just above
the transition region with the twofold degenerate oblique
orientation (5=60—80 A). S, decreases when 5, and
hence the surface roughness, increases. For the planar
anchoring (where we cannot use our method to measure
S, ) at very small SiO thickness, S, should be directly
comparable with the bulk order parameter Sb =0.65. ' '
We deduce that the orientational transition region is
characterized by an abrupt change of S, from Sb =0.65
to 0.24. There must then exist a large induced order-
parameter gradient near the solid surface.

In conclusion, we have measured the surface order pa-
rameter S, and the azimuthal surface energy versus the
surface roughness in the case of tilted NLC anchoring,
using the Aexoelectric coupling of an applied dc electric
field with the NLC. Our measurements are performed in
the nematic phase of MBBA, at room temperature. We
have observed an abrupt decrease of S, versus the eva-
porated thickness 6 of SiO evaporated glass surfaces. As
the surface roughness must increase with 5 from the rela-
tively smooth untreated plate up to a saturation value, S,
is found to be a decreasing function of the roughness.
Our observations, because of the expected order-
parameter gradient near the surface, suggest that order
electricity must be taken into account to explain the NLC
oblique anchoring close to a rough solid surface.
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